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MINUTES OF WEST SOMERSET AREA MEETING
SPICELAND MEETING HOUSE 21st JULY 2018
18/44 Reading
Advices and Queries 18 was read in our Meeting for Worship today.
18/45 Local Meeting Representatives
Bridgwater
Shirley Anthony
Burnham
Unable to appoint.
Ilminster
Huw Morgan
Minehead
Faith Cartwright, George Macpherson
Spiceland
Pat Ebdon, Sheila Whitlock
Taunton
Sheila Harvey, Fran Hicks
Wellington
Brian Collingridge, Marian Dawson
Elder for Meeting
Ali Dominy
18/46 Membership Matters
The ashes of Albert David Rolands were interred in Spiceland Burial Ground on 28th April
2018 and those of Angela Bazley (sister of Hugh Bazley) were scattered on 15th June, 2018.
The burial of Tom Willoughby took place on 16th June 2018 at Milverton Burial Ground where
his father is also buried.

•
•
•

18/47 Follow-up to special Area Meeting on Sustainability
We note the report received from the Earth Action Group on the special area meeting on
sustainability held at Wellington on 19th May which has been circulated together with some further
suggestions for action from the Earth Action Group. We are reminded of the central place Britain Yearly
Meeting gives to sustainability in all our work.
We considered how Area and/or Local Meetings can take forward some of these ideas as an
integral part of our Quaker work, noting that the Earth Action Group are willing to support any actions.
Spiceland Meeting has recently been awarded a silver Eco Church award and hope to
implement a sustainability plan based on the headings suggested by Eco-Church.
The following actions have been agreed:
We ask Local meetings to bring forward a Sustainability Plan to a future AM in the Spring of 2019.
o
Clerks will circulate to LMs a memorandum of resources.
o
Spiceland LM has offered support and advice to other LMs in this endeavour.
John Ainsworth has offered to coordinate a group interested in lobbying Rebecca Pow the Taunton MP.
Shelia Harvey has offered to convene an ’Inner Exploration Group’ (ref document - Report on Special
Area Meeting 19th May 2018)
We thank the Earth Action Group and the facilitators from Devon Area Meeting for arranging the
meeting on 19th May.
18/48 Citizens UK
At our AM in November 2017, we heard about Citizens UK, how its work and purposes aligned
well with Quaker ones and that Friends in many areas were actively part of it. Since then several
Taunton Friends have been involved in it and commend it to us again with the attached report and
Minute, which includes their hope “that Area Meeting adopts Citizens UK as a concern with a view to
formal membership and financial support.”
Fran Hicks, one of those valuing working with Citizens UK, has spoken to this subject, stressing
the opportunities it offers for furthering some of our testimonies and for outreach.
We have considered the matter with a wide range of contributions being made and noting that
though the work is Taunton based at present the aim is to widen out.
We are positive about support for Citizens UK in general and for collaboration with it. We are not
united, however, in wishing to take it forward as a concern of Area Meeting at this moment
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We encourage Taunton Friends to continue their involvement and to let others in the AM know of
ways in which they can also take part in or make use of Citizens UK expertise in our area.
We ask our Treasurer and Trustees to advise us on the financial and formal implications of
membership of the local branch of Citizens UK at our next meeting when we will return to this matter.
18/49 Safeguarding and other policies
We have heard of the extensive detailed work which Trustees have been doing to ensure that
we have proper policy papers in place for safeguarding and other matters. A set of these will shortly be
given to each Local Meeting for Friends to read and note. At our next AM formal acceptance of the
policies will be on the agenda; any comments on the papers should be sent to the Clerk of Trustees,
Margaret Stocks, by the end of September.
18/50 Attendance at AM meetings for elders and overseers
Sheila Harvey as Co-Clerk of Area Meeting Elders and Overseers reminds us that it is
important that all local meetings should be represented at the Area Meeting meetings for elders and
overseers. The meetings are an important way of keeping in touch and supporting each other across
the AM as well as considering fresh initiatives. The next one is on Saturday October 20th at Taunton at
10.00 for 10.30.
18/51 “Life of Meeting Report” from Spiceland
Spiceland Friends have been balancing outreach and inreach. Their mid-week meetings for
worship in several places in the area continue and they held a special event in Cullompton, discovering
earlier Quaker connections in the process. Their bi-monthly All-Age Worship meetings continue to be
successful and the Hearts and Minds and other groups bring members of the Meeting together. The
work of their “Central Group” continues to co-ordinate their activities and cover elders and overseers
duties well. The full report will appear in the Area Meeting Newsletter.
18/52 Quaker Life Representative Council Report
Carinne Allinson attended Quaker Life Representative Council on 27-29th April at
Woodbrooke. The support of Quaker Life for local Meetings was the focus with mental health, outreach,
simplifying our Meetings and dealing with difficulties amongst the matters considered. Carinne
recommends the “Being Friends Together” materials, which are now free on the Woodbrooke website.
The full report will appear in the Area Meeting Newsletter.
18/53 Meeting for Sufferings and Yearly Meeting Reports
We have heard two reports from Kathy Gollin:
1. Yearly Meeting 4–7th May, Friends House, London. Fran Hicks, Kathy Gollin, Lizzie Aveline and
John Ainsworth attended Yearly Meeting this year for all or some of the sessions.
a. YM agreed to revise the Book of Discipline.
b. Fran Hicks recommended the Salter lecturer that can be accessed online.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5cpQofRubU
c. Also an event she attended on Godly Play as a resource for our Children’s
Meeting.http://www.quaker.org.uk/children-and-young-people/work-quaker-setting/resources-allage
2. Meeting for Sufferings on 7th July: Fran Hicks and Kathy Gollin both attended the start of the new
triennium. The main issues they highlight for AM’s attention are:
a. The Concern of Devon AM regarding the treatment of Palestinian children by the Israeli military.
Devon AM suggests other AMs might write to their MPs. Full information may be gathered from
the BYM website on the Meeting for Sufferings page.
b. A notification from the Community Justice Group that government and local government support
for Circles of Support and Accountability for sex offenders is being withdrawn from many local
Circles groups. We may wish to contact Circles Southwest to query this.
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c. The Book of Discipline Revision Committee is in the process of being formed. Meeting for
Sufferings agreed the terms of reference at this meeting. Any Friend wishing to be involved is
invited to fill in the form on the BYM website.
d. Quaker Stewardship Committee will be contacting AM Trustees offering support on sustainability
issues.
18/54 Review of arrangements for Area Meeting
Chris Lawson as Co-Clerk today, has summarised the responses to the Business Team’s
request for views on the current arrangements for running our Area Meeting by telling us that minutes
and comments have been received by most of our LMs. These give a range of views, positive and
negative, with an overall sense that Friends have felt more a part of AM from the cross-meeting Sunday
meetings for worship but less a part with the reduced number of business meetings of AM. Being
involved in all levels of the Society, from the local meeting to yearly meeting, is part of what it means to
be a member of the Society. The Business Team has been seen as an additional layer, even though it
has given those involved closer experience of what it takes to run the AM. Although some
improvements could be made in clarity of the structure and in communications, and four rather than
three AMs for business each year could be better, there is a preference for having co-clerks as we had
before.
We have considered this further:
• We hope that the AM Sunday meetings for worship will continue and will be called ‘Worshipping
Together’.
• We would like four rather than three Area Meetings for business each year and more frequent issues of
the Newsletter.
• We ask our Nominations Committee to seek Co-Clerks who would attend the Business Team and be
supported by them.
• We ask the Business Team to propose changes and clarifications to their present terms of reference in
order to make such improvements as seem possible and bring these to our November AM.
18/55 Nomination
Ruth Wall, our recently appointed Advocate for Children and Young People would like to attend
a conference for advocates in November at Woodbrooke. We are glad to appoint her as our AM
representative and look forward to her report in due course.
18/56 Closing Minute
We thank Spiceland Friends for their hospitality; the Business Team will meet in Taunton at 7
p.m. on August 6th and October 1st and our Area Meeting for Business’ will be on November 17th at
Wellington at 10.15 a.m.
18/57 Notices
Aug 6th Hiroshima Day vigil in Taunton High Street 12.00 to 1.00
Aug 19th AM Meeting for Worship at Wellington
Sept 22nd Special AM with neighbouring AMs on mental health with Alison Mitchell (national advisor for
Friends) – advance information circulated to LMs
Sept 29th Bridgwater Meeting will be holding a Soup Saturday event at Aisholt and Merridge Village Hall,
as part of Quaker Week., to raise money for Taunton Homeless Association (homemade soup, filled
rolls and drinks), everyone welcome 11.30 - 1.30
Sept 30th 2.30 p.m. Taunton, Journeyman Theatre Productions ‘And The Beat Goes On…’ - celebrating
nonviolent action and peace protest over three hundred years
Sept 22nd Special Area meeting Taunton MH – A Mental Health Day
Oct 21st 10.30 a.m. Area Meeting for Worship at Bridgwater
Added by Editor: Oct 24th Outside the Box Wellington MH See back cover
th
Nov 17 10.15 a.m. Area Meeting at Wellington
Chris Lawson and Martin Wall, Co-Clerks for this meeting
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WSQAM BUSINESS TEAM MEETING OF 4TH JUNE 2018 AT TAUNTON MH
18/36 Reading:
Number 42 of our ‘Advices and Queries’ and its George Fox ‘Postscript’ were both read in our
Meeting this evening.
18/37 Those Present:
Brian Collingridge; Chris Lawson; Anna Mullett; Huw Morgan; Phil Parratt; Martin Wall.
Apologies were received from Sue Brownlie and Sheila Whitlock.
18/38 Matters On-going:
(a) Further to 18/28 (a) (i):
Consequent to the Special Topic Area Meeting held recently regarding ‘Sustainability’, Minute
18/35, agreed at the AM at Wellington, was read to the Business Team. A full Report will
appear in the AM Newsletter.
(b) Further to 18/28 (a) (ii):
Martin Wall reported that a second planning meeting has taken place where Alison Mitchell
was present. A programme for the day was devised and a ‘Letter of Invitation’ drafted which
will be sent out to LM’s in all three participating Area Meetings in due course.
(c) Further to 18/32:
Following her recent meeting with Chris Lawson, Judith Blaker is appointed as Membership
Clerk. She is now in possession of the various records and will keep them updated once
AM/BTM Minutes record changes.
18/39 Reports:
A Report on Quaker Life Rep Council of 27-29 April 2018 by Carinne Allinson has been received
by this BT Meeting and will be appear in the AM Newsletter.
18/40 Membership Matters:
(a) An Application for Membership has been received from John Sivyer currently attending
Bridgwater LM. We appoint Steve Trelfa of Bridgwater LM and Martin Wall of Taunton LM to
act as Visitors.
(b) Minute of Record: We record that the ashes of Albert David Rolands of Exeter Meeting were
scattered at Spiceland Burial Ground on April 28th 2018
18/41 Quaker response to a Concern of Southern Marches AM sent to Meeting for Sufferings:
We ask Local Meetings to give due consideration to this Concern and to forward their
responses to this Business Team by Friday 14th September. These responses will then be collated at
the Business Team Meeting of 1st October, we hope with the help of our two Representatives to Meeting
for Sufferings.
18/42 Next Area Meeting for Business and appointment of Clerks.
(1) Agenda:
(a)We agree, in anticipation of a Minute from Taunton LM to place ‘Citizens UK’ on the Agenda
for the next AM for Business on July 21st. We hope there will be a briefing paper for the
consideration of LM Preparative/ Business Meetings.
(b)Area Meeting Current Arrangements: We note that our two year Term as a Business Team
comes to an end in December 2018. We will review our Current Arrangements for this Area
Meeting at July Area Meeting. Chris Lawson will produce a Briefing Paper for discussion by
Local Meetings.
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(c) Special Topic AM Report: We hope that space will be allotted during the next AM for a
presentation of this Meeting’s most important aspects also allowing time for some follow-up
questions
(d)Quaker Life Rep Council Report: Similarly, it is hoped that sufficient time can be found during
the next AM for at least the highlights of this Report to be presented and for follow-up
questions.
(e)Importance of representation from all LM’s in Area Meetings for Elders and Overseers:
We have received a request by Sheila Harvey of Taunton LM to place this item on the AM
Agenda for July. Sheila is prepared to speak to it.
(2) Appointment of Clerks:
Martin Wall and Chris Lawson have been appointed ac Co-Clerks for the Area Meeting for
Business on Saturday, July 21st to be held at Spiceland MH.
18/43 Closing Minute:
We thank Taunton Local Meeting for making this room available for our Meeting this evening
and look forward to meeting again as a Business Team here in Taunton Meeting House on Monday,
August 6th to begin at the usual time of 7.00pm (19.00 hrs).
Huw Morgan
REPORT ON QUAKER LIFE REP COUNCIL, 27-29th APRIL 2018
This QLRC was a follow-on to the October QLRC and focused on how Quaker Life is able to support
Meetings. Unlike other Rep Councils, this one had no keynote speakers - the entire weekend was spent
in Home Groups or workshops offered by various Quaker Life staff.
Alistair Fuller led a workshop focusing on nurturing our Meetings, and "telling our stories" was
found by many to be a powerful tool. Alison Mitchell's workshop on mental health promised fun and
games, and her snakes and ladders game was a hit - with the snakes representing the things that leave
us feeling down, and the ladders representing those things that lift our moods. My Friend from North
Somerset AM has already adapted this to use with the children at the school!
Helen Drewery led a session on simplifying our meetings - a very popular workshop.
Obviously, Quaker Life are not the only people who think this would be a good idea. Elizabeth Payne,
who is Communications Coordinator and would probably qualify as a Young Friend, led a workshop on
social media. Not surprisingly, this was not as well subscribed as some of the others - but it is a very
important tool which Friends will eventually have to get to grips with. She spoke about Northampton
Young Friends who posted a silent Meeting for Worship online.
Pip Harris and Wendy Hampton's workshop was entitled First Aid for Meetings, and used
medical analogies to "diagnose" whether a particular Meeting's issues were terminal , life-threatening
(heart attack, for example), serious (such as a broken leg), or merely a niggle (such as a nose bleed,
which might, if left untreated, turn into something more serious). It was a humorous way to deal with
serious difficulties. I was dismayed to hear of serious power struggles taking place in other LM, with (in
one case) one faction leaving the Meeting altogether, and the remaining faction feeling they had "won".
Gill Sewell looked at Outreach and we were handed advance copies of the Outreach "recipe
book" which Clerks will have received by now. Mark Russ's workshop looked at the Being Friends
Together materials. This is a Woodbrooke project/website, which came out a few years ago but there
was a subscription fee (not expensive) for its use. The site is now free to access and is a veritable
treasure trove of material, suggestions for group sessions, video and audio recordings, exercises,
written extracts. Give it a try! Libby Adams, the Friends House Librarian, introduced Friends to the many
resources available from the Friends House Library.
As always, this was an interesting weekend with much food for thought and not a little
inspiration.
Carinne Allinson
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AND THE BEAT GOES ON…..
Journeymen Theatre’s latest production at
TAUNTON MEETING HOUSE
Sunday 30TH September AT 2 for 2.30

Our 2018 show charts 300 years of nonviolent direct action by
Quakers.
Nonviolent Direct Action has been part of the Quaker way for over
three hundred years. It has always taken many forms from the power of
the pen, through to practical measures verging on the subversive, and
the sheer ingenuity of creative nonviolence.
Its purpose has always been clear: to challenge injustice and
inequality, even that which is embedded within law; to oppose war; to
speak truth to power. To do these things it may be necessary to
unsettle and stimulate, or to put it another way, it’s sometimes
necessary to make ‘beautiful trouble’.
And the Beat Goes On…. brings together Quaker men and women
who have all in their way made waves and rocked the establishment
boat, including the very early Abolitionists, the first known woman
hunger striker, a Palestinian Quaker peace activist, and the Trident
Ploughshares movement.
Told through sketches and monologues, And the Beat Goes On….
treats its range of characters with a combination of admiration and
playful irreverence, in the true spirit of NVA.
Duration: Approximately 70 minutes
This performance has been commissioned by John and Diana
Lampen
There is no charge for performances but we welcome donations
for our work with Seir Women’s Co-operative, West Bank,
Palestine
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JOURNEYMEN THEATRE PERFORMANCE OF ‘AND THE BEAT GOES ON’
AT BRIDGWATER MEETING
If you miss the Journeymen Theatre performance of ‘And the Beat Goes On’ at the Taunton Meeting
House, there is a second chance to see it following Area Meeting for Worship at Bridgwater Arts Centre
on Sunday October 21st.
This performance traces the history of non-violent protest from a Quaker perspective and is
both highly entertaining and thought provoking. Told through sketches and monologues, the play
highlights the way in which Quaker men and women have campaigned for social change, examples of
which include the very early slavery abolitionists, women’s suffrage hunger strikes and modern-day
peace activists.
The performance is suitable for anyone over the age of 16, but younger people are welcome
providing they are accompanied by their parents. There will be a charitable collection at the end of the
performance.
Do come and join us for Meeting for Worship followed by a bring-and-share lunch.
Alternatively, the theatre doors are open from 2-00pm and the performance starts at 2-30pm and lasts
for approximately 70 minutes. Parking in and around Castle St. is not restricted on a Sunday and
parking is also free in Angel Place.
More details about the Journeymen Theatre and reviews of this production can be found at
www.journeymentheatre.com
LIFE OF SPICELAND 2017
We started our Central Group experiment in 2015 to incorporate the duties of Elder and Overseer and to
coordinate other activities such as events. In 2017, three of our six members had to stand down but we
were able to find replacements from our Meeting and to keep the Group in being. With Group meetings
once a month we now feel that we have established a measure of continuity. We have found that we
can relieve our MfBfW of some routine organisational work and that we can keep in regular touch with
some of our members who may be struggling with life.
Our attendance at MfW on Sundays has remained stable but a growing feature of our spiritual
growth has been All Age Worship which we now hold regularly on the second Sunday of even months.
On one occasion the attendance was 30, half of whom were young people. We also extend our facilities
to younger people at the Camping Weekend in September which is proving an increasingly lively event.
Beautiful though Spiceland is, it is remote, and we are ever conscious of how we can find ways
of extending our Outreach. In June, we began monthly midweek meetings advertised as a Drop in
Silence event at Hemyock Healthy Living Centre; this initiative, complements our other outer midweek
meetings in Wiveliscombe, Tiverton and Kentisbeare where we meet in the houses of friends. We have
endeavoured to establish links with local Parish Magazines and we have begun work to obtain
Ecochurch status which will brings us into contact with other church organisations.
During Quaker Week in October, we had a dawn meeting at Spiceland. Those of us who sat
outside watching the sun rise found it a memorable experience. During that week we also put a lot of
effort into arranging a Drop in Silence in the Walronds Centre in Cullompton which we chose because
the town was once a centre of early Quakerism associated with George Fox. In the process, we
discovered two long forgotten burial grounds and the remains of our old meeting house in the town (
John Bell has an account for anyone interested). We did not attract many townspeople on this occasion
but we feel there is potential if we make the effort.
Throughout the year, Hearts and Minds groups have met. Dawn and John Hampshire have
taken a particular interest in Quaker initiative in Building the New Economy. In June, they organised a
workshop led by Alison Prout of Quaker Peace and Social Witness. This event was a valuable in the
promotion of our Equality testimony. Three Meetings for Learning in the autumn were held on the
subject of New Ways of Being a Quaker and Ali Dominy held two further Meetings as part of her recent
MA project Quakerism in modern times in which she involved Quakers from all over Devon and
Cornwall and West Somerset in her research.
At our Garden Party in June we attracted a number of local visitors to enjoy Spiceland as we
did again on our Heritage Day in September. We made an advert Be a Human Being not a Human
Doing which originated from Westminster Meeting.
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ENGAGING WITH FAMILIES
Report on E&O day 11th November
This was a day put on by Quaker Life, specifically for Elders and Overseers and Clerks. Why run such a
day? “Our Faith in the Future” notes that “facing turbulent times Quakers in Britain seek a future
where....Quaker Communities are loving, inclusive and all age.”
The day was an opportunity to explore this further and to launch the resource “All are
Welcome: growing our all age community” - A&Qs for Elders and Overseers, to help us “reach out
to families, connect with each other, and enrich our all age worshiping community.” This resource was
created by Helen Chambers (Redland Meeting Bristol), a CYP trainer, who created it as a result of an
Eva Koch fellowship taking, as her starting point, Query 24: “Children and young people need love and
stability. Are we doing all we can to uphold and sustain parents and others who carry the responsibility
for providing this care?”
1st session
The day began with a presentation form Paul Parker (a link which was sent with the agenda) followed
by a presentation from Helen about the resource she had developed, then the CYP team reminding us
of the many resources they have to offer. In between the presentations was small group time to digest
what we had heard and share our experiences.
After lunch Alistair Fuller, from Quaker Life and Outreach presented “Being found and being
worth finding”, about what the Quaker way has to offer children and parents. More small group
discussion followed and lastly a series of very short, illustrated presentations, (called Pecha Kucha) by
different people about their personal experiences and reflections of children and families, entitled
“Parents pray too” (one was our own Vibrancy in meetings rep Pip!). There was an opportunity to talk
with the presenter of your choice, followed by a final plenary.
It was a very full and stimulating day, and I strongly encourage you to watch the video clip of
Paul Parker’s presentation.
Alistair started by posing the question “What might a Quaker meeting look like if the needs of
the family were the starting point?” observing that it is quite ‘counter culture’ for families to be engaged
in Quaker approaches. He said that one of the most important things for him was being a young person
in a Quaker meeting, then later involved with children and parents. He was an only child in meeting and
gained so much. He says it is a cop out to see children as our future; their spirituality is important now.
It is also a cop out to leave the spiritual nurture of their children solely to parents.
Alistair used the image of a picnic basket which we might bring to meeting for a shared lunch
and asked ‘Do we open our spiritual picnic baskets?’ Children are often more willing to share from
theirs than we are.
In changing, we need to be prepared to make sacrifices but we will gain more.
2nd session
We were asked “What is the purpose of our children's meetings?”
•
For care
•
For learning
•
For worship?
•
How do we help families embody their faith?
A list of activities that have been found helpful:
• residential and camping weekends
• dancing together
• afternoon teas
• an arts and crafts afternoon
• days out
• Opening up these activities to other families and children so children might share with children
they know and parents with other parent friends. (Children are often better at inviting others
than adults.)
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•
•

Giving a copy of “Living our Beliefs” to young people when they go to secondary school:
leaving copies about and let them be taken
Also camping together at festivals like Greenbelt (and YM Gatherings of course)

We were told that children would have liked someone to have come and talked about Quakers at their
school.
We don’t always need to share food on a Sunday or meeting for worship at 10.30. We can hold
meetings anywhere at any time.
A child shared with us what he valued:
•
•
•
•

The small booklets
small groups in which to talk with others
more children in meeting to be involved in meeting
and how he valued being brought up as a Quaker.

3rd session
In talking about “Meetings worth finding”, which, for him are meetings with children, Alistair used the
story of Paddington, as a metaphor to encourage tentative meetings.
Paddington often gets things wrong because he doesn’t hear or understand the situation, but
transforms the difficulty into joy because of his open heartedness, so can our welcome, even if it we get
it wrong, transcend the awkwardness if given in love. Maybe we need to say to our communities not
“Meet the Quakers” but “Quakers want to meet you!”
We need to put ourselves into the shoes of someone stepping into a world, a space that is
utterly different. What might they want/need?
Meetings worth finding look outward and are visible and lively.
We need to be seen on social media (a young person said that if you are not on social media
you don’t exist!)
Meetings involved in social action are more likely to attract children who love being involved;
holding placards (fly kites not drones).
The community needs time, attention, love, and stories (telling and listening).
3 things that give life meaning:
• Delight (few people are looking for places that are solemn)
• Kindness (people are looking for communities of kindness)
• Stories where the truth lies (which we share)
Children value stories from adults. If they know 3-5 adults in a meeting they have a much greater sense
of belonging. A child was asked why she liked going to meeting. She said “Because my friends are
there.” (These were the adults; there were no other children.) When asked what she did there she said
“We wait.......for the biscuits.”
Questions to consider:
How does our Local or Area Meeting connect with the wider community?
In what way are families and children visible?
What would a ‘Welcome activity’ look like with children and families involved?
Do we feel privileged to have children and families?
Do we offer safe spaces for children to talk?
How do we accompany/get alongside children and their parents?
Fran Hicks
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EARTH ACTION GROUP
JOYFUL TOGETHER: RENEWING OUR CANTERBURY COMMITMENT
Special Area Meeting at Wellington
19TH May 2018
A commitment to the “unity of creation” has always been part of Quaker faith. Early Quakers knew that
to damage the earth just for human “outward greatness” would be an injustice to future generations. The
“Canterbury Commitment” in 2011 (minute 36 of Britain Yearly meeting) reaffirmed our commitment and
called on us to act in new ways both individually and together. Subsequent gatherings included the
2016 Friends World Consultative Committee World Quaker gathering in Peru which called on Yearly
meetings to initiate at least 2 concrete actions on sustainability. Recently Britain Yearly Meeting
recommended that sustainability be an essential part of each Quaker committee, both nationally and
locally.
West Somerset Quakers convened this special Area Meeting as a day of reflection, inspiration
and action. We welcomed three Friends from Devon to facilitate the day – Pip Harris (vibrancy
coordinator for Devon, Cornwall and West Somerset), Gill Westcott (trained as an economist, involved
in local initiatives including Exeter Transition, the Green Party and also Quaker Peace and Social
Witness) and Amanda Woolley (who has been a facilitator for Turning the Tide). About 20 West
Somerset Friends came and contributed enthusiastically to the day.
We started by examining the spiritual basis of our concern for the earth with exercises looking
at what we are grateful for, what inspires us and what concerns us and were then led into the day by
Huw Morgan’s adaptation of The Times They are a Changing.

Huw Morgan - The Times They are a Changing

There were three contributions from speakers talking about their own experiences in this field.
Amanda Woolley spoke about her own personal journey from her vision on Pendle Hill to her
work with Turning the Tide and initiatives in her own town including Transition Totnes and how it works
from the grass roots and the cross fertilisation of different groups in the town. We learned about a
number of different actions.
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Gill Westcott focussed on what Exeter Meeting has done including helping individual Friends
reduce their carbon footprint, involvement in the creation of the Exeter Pound and encouraging other
organisations to divest from fossil fuels. We were impressed by the list of action displayed on a flip
chart, which acted as an encouragement both to recognise what has been achieved and to see what
more needs to be done.

Gill Westcott of Exeter Meeting

Sigurd and Pauline Reimers from Taunton Meeting spoke about Grandparents for a Safe Earth, a small
but very active group whose actions have included carrying a coffin though Bristol to highlight the losses
from environmental destruction, challenging pension funds to divest from fossil fuels and joining others
in a Europe wide grouping of concerned grandparents. The group is looking to expand and we were
invited to join.
After meeting and talking over ideas informally over a plentiful shared lunch – many sitting in
the sun in Wellington Meeting’s lovely garden – we spent the first part of the afternoon in Open Space
groups where we were able to choose one group or go between different ones. I include below some of
the ideas that came out of different groups and which we hope Friends can take forward. Some are
more specific than others which partly reflects the breadth of the subjects and the limitations of the time
we had. These were summarised by the facilitators in a Feedback Fox session; some were Under My
Hat (what do I have now that I can start to use?), some In My Head (what have I learnt?) and other
Moving in the Spirit (What has spoken to my heart?)
Comments on Moving in the Spirit included –emotions - a lot has touched my heart; loved the
songs interspersed; meeting with Quakers for a length of time, not in silence. The In My Head
comments included being encouraged, inspired, enthused by the speakers.
Under My Hat comments included: What is everyone going to do together? I want to know and
Don’t Give up. Breaking these down to what came out of specific groups:
Meet the MP group
West Somerset Friends are in several constituencies. There was interest in meeting Rebecca Pow the
Taunton MP (who had been voted the greenest conservative MP) and also Mel Stride from Central
Devon.
Taunton Deane residents came up with a plan:
1. Find out when her surgery takes place.
2. Contact her PA to say we hope to come regularly.
3. Inform Taunton and Wellington Friends
12

4. Do the research acknowledging her interest in the soil and asking how we can help.
5. Take a sustainable gift (we had an offer of a knitted scarf).
6. Careful planning of each meeting (bearing in mind we are likely to have only a short time). Four
Friends expressed an initial interest.
One suggestion of contacting Mel Stride (who is difficult to get a response from) was to take a
van to him!
Sustainable Buildings Group
A picture at the centre of this group’s flipchart: Sustainable Buildings; do we love our heritage
meeting houses? Comments made around this were: Use our resources; don’t sit on them; they need to
be well-used to make best use of the money and material invested; contribution from local wildlife; do
we give up on old buildings which are a huge challenge to “green”, or embrace the challenge?- they can
inspires us spiritually; realistically how much energy do we have for this?; “eco-bling” – is it really
worthwhile doing a grey water system which uses a lot of energy in its creation; effects of “hightechnology” where it’s difficult to know its effects.
“Populist” group
This group has a lively discussion about how to engage with people with different (world?)
views; the need to join with people where they are at and not inspire guilt and how to talk to young
people.
Allotments Group
This group recognised the benefits: creating community; growing products locally; nurturing the
soil, Ffriendly exchange; sustainable land use; recycling waste. Is there scope for Meeting Houses with
land to have allotments? Can parish councils create more?
Solar Panel Manufacture
Some Friends discussed the benefits of this – producing electricity from sustainable sources;
having a direct effect on our carbon footprint and creating jobs locally.
Use of Art(s)
We heard how art can capture headlines and the power of focussing art. For those who do not
feel able to take part in protests and public events this can be a valuable contribution to the movement
for change.
Inner Exploration Group
A central theme was how to transfer fear into action and the need for resilience. We need to
have a strong core centred balance, dealing with issues in ourselves. Fear blocks access to power and
we need to name and frame it. Need to hold onto a vision of a transformed world using the power of
imagination. Transforming fear into energy helps us go out in the world and do things together.
“Stuff happens but I can deal with it – like the climate system – not heal it but to enable self
healing. People may help patch your “resilience bucket” when it is leaky.
Strengthen ourselves - our Meeting is part of a bigger vision. We are building/evolving towards
awareness including a climate/sustainability vision.
Where next?
We were asked to place ourselves in one of 4 groups – organiser, advocate, helper and rebel.
A majority described themselves as helpers but many of us thought that we had aspects of ourselves
that fitted in different groups. We ended the afternoon with a short period of worship sharing.
Although we may not have produced many specific plans, I think most of us came away both
inspired and “educated”. Our initial plan was for different Local Meetings to begin to develop their own
sustainability plan (along the lines of Ireland Yearly Meeting). We did not do this on the day but hope
that through Area and Local Meetings there will be a follow up for action. We will send out suggestions
for this.
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1.
Members of Earth Action Group
Those involved in the planning of the May 19th Special Area meeting were: John Ainsworth, Fran Hicks
and Paul Brandon (all Taunton), Huw Morgan (Ilminster), and Pat Bell (Spiceland). Other members are:
Ann Jordan (Minehead), Angela Ayres (Taunton) and Carinne Allinson (Burnham)
2.
Upcoming Events
Thursday 30th August. Earth Action Group next meeting. 2.00 at Taunton MH. Our small group
would welcome more Friends to take part in the thinking and planning whether on a regular or
occasional basis. There may be a case for “formalising” the group and asking for representatives from
each Local Meeting. At the moment we are those who have expressed an interest and come along.
Saturday 8th September Global Day of Action on Climate - see attached
Saturday 22nd September. Uffculme Green Day
19th to 21st October. BYM Sustainability Gathering at Swanwick, Derbyshire. Bridging the Gap;
Hope and Action. Each area meeting is asked to send at least one Friend; individuals are also
welcome subject to space. Clerks have been sent information on this gathering
Saturday 13th October. Planet Repair Workshop . Eco Church Conference at Oakwood Church in
Taunton. This is an interdenominational event; Friends from Taunton are going. Ask Fran Hicks for
more information.
3.

Quaker Stewardship committee Proposed Guidelines for Trustees Reports
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Recommendations
Craftivism - the art of gentle protest by Sarah Corbett has been recommended by Zoe AinsworthGrigg and Dawn Hampshire. I will try to get the book for Taunton Meeting House library. You can look at
her website https://craftivist-collective.com.
Down to Earth is a new film produced by Rolf Winters and Renata Heinen about one family's journey to
different continents seeking out tribal ages never seen before and revealing the deep wisdom they
found and its power to change lives. It is being released in the UK in mid-September. Look out for it
(and perhaps we can persuade the Brewhouse or CICCIC to show it.)
John Ainsworth

PURPLE FIELD PRODUCTIONS

Join the campaign!
We believe strongly in dispelling the fear, prejudice and stigma that surrounds disabled people and
causes so much suffering, both to the people themselves and their families. We know that defeating
such fear is possible. It has very nearly been conquered here, and we want to make a very real
contribution to driving it out elsewhere, too.
Our award-winning film, Lisilojulikana: 'The Unknown', is our tool. We know it is effective:
the extraordinary effect it has had and is continuing to have in Kenya combatting superstition and
prejudice through understanding and education has now changed many lives for the better. We want
to take it further. We want to get the film out to a much wider audience: in fact our aim is to make sure it
is seen by as many people in Africa as possible. Join the campaign - let's get 'The Unknown' out there.
Dispel the fear and change lives.

http://www.purplefieldproductions.org/kenya-the-unknown-truly-makes-a-difference/

‘The Unknown' - latest news
THE UNKNOWN in KENYA: Salome has now finished her latest batch of screening of 'Lisilojulikana',
reaching roughly another 650 people in 14 screenings. This brings us to a total of 288 community
screenings - about 28,556 people altogether, plus an estimated TV audience of 300,000.
THE UNKNOWN in MALAWI: A team in Malawi has already begun work on dubbing the script into the
local language, Chichewa. In October we want to send two volunteers to Malawi to work with actors
(local community members) to record the dialogue for the new Chichewa version of the drama, entitled
'Chozadsiwika'.
THE UNKNOWN in TANZANIA: We are now in touch with a range of contacts and organisations
across Tanzania, working hard to identify possible distribution partners. From health clinics in Dar
Es Salaam, to orphanages, disability charities and female rights organisations across the country, we
are reaching out to any organisation who might support future screenings of the film.
The wonderful Salome will be heading across the border too, to put on some test screenings in and
around Moshi in the north, which will be a great opportunity to gain some first-hand feedback.
Tanzania is a big country, and the need for cerebral palsy awareness and support is great perhaps far greater, even, than Kenya. We also hope to organise a trip to Tanzania to meet with some
of these organisations later in the year.
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How you can help
You can help Lisilojulikana make a journey across Africa.

We have started a major crowdfunding campaign
to raise money for the translation and wider
distribution of Lisilojulikana to help it reach out to
a wider audience, initially in Malawi then further
afield still. So far our health worker in Kenya,
Salome Jordano, has reached out to hundreds of
families who felt trapped by living with a disability,
and changed the attitudes of those living
alongside them.
We want to offer the same life-changing
difference in Malawi.
In a country where English subtitles would not by understood by over 80% of audience
members, a dubbed language version is the solution that will mean the film can be seen in villages and
communities across the country, and by all ages.
Once the film is a success in Malawi we want to look at getting it into other countries such as
Sierra Leone, Ghana and Senegal, too.

Please visit our crowdfunder page at chuffed.org/project/cerebralpalsyfilmmalawi
Spread the word!
The success of campaigns like this depends on as many people as possible knowing about them, so
please share with friends, family and wider circles through social media (Facebook, Twitter etc) and any
other way you can think of. We will be updating all our supporters with photos and information as we go.
Thank you!

Join the team!

We'd love you to join us! Purple Field Productions is
on the up, with lots of new and exciting plans for the
future. It's a great time to join the team and we are in
desperate need of volunteers to help us achieve our
ambitions and take PFP to the next level.
If you have a little time to spare and could help in any

way, please get in touch!
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We have a particularly urgent need for people to fill the following volunteer roles:
•
•
•
•
•

Volunteer Co-ordinator and Recruiter
Press Officer
Poster distributor
Trust Fundraiser
PFP Ambassador abroad (travelling overseas at own expense)

If you are interested in any of the above or would like more details, please get in touch with us. (Our
office is staffed Mondays & Thursdays 9.30am-2pm). We look forward to hearing from you!

New patron

We're delighted to announce that the Rt. Hon. Clare Short has recently agreed to be a patron of PFP.
This is a very welcome development for us, and we hope to find new ways to have Clare involved in
supporting our work. Watch this space!
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GRANITE
Sharing confidences with a rock may seem crazy but in reality there are few things more
straightforwardly sensible and enjoyable since rocks make exemplary listeners. I should say “used to
prove enjoyable” for I haven’t engaged in a petrological discourse for many years: I’m probably
mistaken but it is as if now I already know what would be said.
Rock is monumentally patient and non-judgemental. Rock has been around long enough to
have witnessed the bulk of human frailties and follies. Rock never interrupts but remains massively
impassive whatever you say; you can’t shock a rock. Rock is reliable; always there when needed; never
over sympathises or cuts one short; never takes offence or becomes irritated when one misses an
appointment; charges no fee. Rock never makes an observation or voices an opinion unless specifically
requested (even then only if it is something one cannot work out for oneself and, often, not even then).
Why seek out a therapist or guru when a rock is waiting patiently on my confiding?
Further, on the rare occasion when rock speaks, it is always something worth remembering or
rather something impossible to forget. And I mean rock. When walking in the Lake District or Snowdonia
or on Dartmoor one is conscious of an ancient solidity. Whereas Mendip limestone forms a completely
different impression on the soles of the feet and traversing the mushy meadows of the Somerset levels
is like walking on water.
In short it is with granite that I used to make my most fruitful conversation and mainly in the
rugged landscape of West Cornwall.
I am strolling down to Lamorna Cove; dappled sunshine sifts through the branches of
overhanging oaks where a parliament of rooks are in raucous debate; meanwhile I can hear the small
river (where there were then still young trout to be seen) talking quietly to itself. Arriving at a kink in the
road I notice, for the first time, a huge boulder projecting out over the steep side of the cutting and feel
powerfully drawn to climb but recognise, on the instant, that such a mountaineering feat is way beyond
my physical capability.
I stand for a few moments lost in the strangeness of this encounter and feeling a complete
wimp: the granite so ancient, adamantine and steadfast; I so fearful, soft and transient. Finding a voice I
speak or rather declaim, “I am weak and this is beyond me but I promise to do something very difficult
very soon.” I receive no response but do something difficult very soon – the exact nature of which
escapes me right now though I know it was something that most people would have no problem with –
and remember that it was something I would never have dared to think I had the courage for.
I may (memory once again distorted and diminished by time) have recounted this small
triumph, possibly shouting to make myself heard above the corvine cacophony. Whatever was the case
rock (no surprise) remained massive, impassive and uncommunicative.
At this time I am holidaying in Cornwall for a couple of weeks – every morning taking a stroll
down to the Cove and, on the way, passing the time of day with my imposing friend who remains
ponderously taciturn. On my last day, feeling that our conversation had been more than somewhat onesided, I shout, loudly enough to produce an echo. “SAY SOMETHING!” and receive immediate
response in a low lugubrious tone. “I have been here a long time!”
And, of that instant, I am gifted a powerful impression/vision of the West Penwith granite
underpinning this sacred landscape and, in particular, the projecting tongue of headland (of which my
particular rock forms a minuscule part) protecting the Cove from fierce Westerlies. I sense what it is like
to resist, over the millennia, the eroding and ever encroaching ocean – and doing so in silence (it is
wave and wind that make all the noise).
Surfacing from this vision of patient endurance I find myself thinking of the crumbly Jurassic
Coast (nothing but a pushover for the modest waves of the English Channel) and the contrast.
Confabulation with inanimate or apparently insensate entities has brought me ample reward.
So herewith, from the depths of my untutored and very partial experience, I dare to offer a few tips to
those who have not yet tried the experiment.
Say the first thing that comes into your head. Say it loud. Shout if you must: it is not that rocks
are hard of hearing, just that they have a lot of other sounds demanding their attention. There is
precious little return in whispering sweet nothings to a cliff.
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Be succinct if you can but long winded if need be – as has been mentioned rocks are patient
listeners, never interrupt, will not comment unless requested and, even then, but infrequently. Your
confidences are safe with rock though sometimes you may be kept waiting for a response.
Speak. Ask. Wait. Experience what eventuates.
There are many other ways of usefully passing time with rocks. In the cases of monoliths and
stone circles I have been, on occasion, felt drawn to lean against, sit down at the foot of like a child or
give an enveloping hug to. Mostly however it has felt right to just stand quietly and rest in the awareness
of the countless number of my ancestors who will have come to such spots to unburden themselves of
joy and grief or seek advice and healing.
I have, for many years taken, rock as exemplary; I (in common with many other Quakers)
rightly make a virtue of flexibility but sometimes, in the effort to see things from the point of view of
another, approach perilously close to a spiritual flabbiness. So allow me to heap some further praises
on rock.
Rock is adamantine and steadfast. Rock is patient and suffers long. Rock resists the ravages
of time and weather. Rock does not blunder about the world seeking to impress other rocks. Rock
accumulates moss not wealth. Rock is what remains when the soft stuff has been washed away. Rock
is reliably present and is not going anywhere anytime soon. We all need some grit and gravel in our
thinking – some granite at the core.
It is no accident that Jesus gave his top disciple the nickname “Rocky.”
John Anderson
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REPORT ON MEETING FOR SUFFERINGS APRIL 7th 2018
What an exciting and challenging MFS this was! As the clerk summed up, our main areas of business
had effectively been a consideration of four testimonies: to peace, to the earth, to truth and to equality.
Peace came in the shape of the work of the Appeal Review Group. (one of MFS duties is to
“hear appeals against AM decisions”). The Appeals group had been set up to review the process of
appeals as set out in F&P sections 4.25-4.-26.
What it found, through consultation with Friends, who had experience of the appeals
processes, and others, was that the process was not working, and that the larger issue it revealed was
how poor Friends often are in resolving conflicts. This raised the larger question of how, as a peace
church, we can better effect conflict transformation, and see it as an opportunity to grow in
understanding of ourselves and each other and that appeals should only be sought when there is a
dispute about membership termination.
One of the factors identified as underlying several conflicts was the lack of knowledge of
Quaker procedures and a suggestion that AMs consider having some key questions as part of the
process of application for membership in order to avoid future upset. (It occurred to me that since we,
as an AM, rely so much on attenders taking roles, which they are not always encouraged to train for, we
might miss opportunities to check knowledge. I think therefore that the suggestion that Kathy and I offer
“All you wanted to know about Quakers but were afraid to ask”, is quite timely, and I hope will be well
supported.) The other factor noted was the degree of mental distress in our meetings which was seen
to be growing. (This I hope will be helped by the AM day on mental health which again I hope will be
well supported since it affects us all.)
Care of the Earth was the next big subject. In this case, brought to us by the Britain Yearly
meeting Sustainability Review Group, tasked with reviewing the work of the BYMSG, three years since
they took over from the Canterbury Commitment group. (You may remember that at the last MFS the
BYMSG brought their own report).
Both groups acknowledged the huge challenge of such a wide and deep subject, which
impinges on every aspect of our lives and the lives of those around and beyond us, and of all life, which
often provokes emotions such as despair, anger, frustration or numbness, which can prompt us to turn
away.
It also offers great opportunity, by working together, to build community and resourcefulness,
and to challenge the powers that be.
The recommendation, from the Review group, was to lay down the BYMSG in favour or
embedding more fully the work across all the YM committees and special interest groups: a process that
has started already certainly in the Friends House Trusts, and then on to AMs and LMs. Sufferings
would be the group to oversee this work and be accountable. However, with no replacement group
would Suffering find themselves recreating BYMSG!
There was powerful ministry from the Clerk of the BYMSG Liz Birch, and also Laurie Michaelis,
but also from two Friends who work in this area in their day jobs, one for an independent organization
and one as a civil servant. The latter, reported that when talking to a trainer, who had been brought in
to help their organisation function better, who was told that over time, Quakers had set up and laid down
five different groups to champion this work, his reflection was that the organisation sounded like it was
not lean enough for the task.
Was the question then to radically change our structures to equip ourselves to answer this
challenge in the increasing short time it requires! This would be “Live Adventurously”! (I hope we can
seize the opportunity with enthusiasm and hope, locally, to recommit ourselves to the Canterbury
Commitment and our testimony to the Earth, at our Special AM and show what AMs can do to play their
part.)
Truth This item came about as a result of a minute to Sufferings in January this year from
Southern Marches AM “Post -truth world - what can we do?”
As a result Helen Drewery, Head of Worship and Witness, was asked to prepare a paper
explaining previous work in this area, how it came to be laid down, about recent discernment locally and
centrally and whether, given changes in politics and the media, there was a need to revisit it.
Next steps may include sending to local meetings for further discernment and revisiting at a
later date.
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Equality The next significant testimony we engaged with was raised by our irrepressibly
enthusiastic clerk to Trustees, Ingrid Greenhow.
How can we truly reflect and grow our diversity as a society?
One task that BYM has set for Trustees is to help support the inclusion of more young friends
on our committees (at present there are 15 of a total of 400 roles). She reminded us that one of the
significant risks that Trustees consider is the risk of our aging demographic.
Another piece of work they are overseeing is the “Vibrancy in Meetings “ initiative which is half
way through its term. ( i imagine that part of this work was its collaboration with Children and Young
people’s committee day on “Engaging Families and Children” which I attended in the autumn, the report
of which I presented to AM Elders and Overseers). If this work is to grow it may need further funding,
for more workers in more areas, such as ours, (Pip will be working with us on our Special AM to make
this as inclusive as possible).
Trustees have also given legacy funding to support the work of two children’s workers, to
support meetings to attract children and families who may find that Quakers have much to offer them on
their spiritual journeys. (One such project is in the Bristol area and I am in contact with them to see how
we might benefit from their learning). Again this may need longer term funding to embed it across the
YM. Always with Trustees the challenge of planning a budget while working with the spirit.
Something that caught my eye: In noting the report from the Management group which has
restructured in order to be more strategic and encourage more flexible approaches, Ingrid spoke of the
need for a strategic framework, below “Faith in the Future” and above the operational plan.
A more detailed report will appear in the Friend, and Friends can also find the minutes on the
Sufferings section of the BYM website, but I hope this has given some idea of the work of Sufferings
and how it relates to us in West Somerset.
Fran Hicks

Solitary Writers
A chance to share your own
work, and celebrate the work of
other Solitary Writers.
2nd Saturdays 5pm to 7pm
Quaker Meeting House
High St, Wellington TA21 8RA
Coffee and tea provided
Admission-a small gift of packaged food, which will
be forwarded to the local food bank.

All Welcome!
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THE FIRST WOMEN EXHIBITION
First Women comprises a unique collection of 100 portraits
capturing women in the UK who were “first” in their field of
achievement. The portraits by Wellington-based photographer
Anita Corbin provide inspiration and insight for a new generation
of women seeking an understanding of their own roles in a
rapidly changing world in which equality is still an issue. The full
collection will be revealed in 2018 to mark 100 years of women’s
suffrage.
Anita Corbin shot and collected iconic portraits of 21st
century women who have achieved the landmark title “First
Woman” across a range of fields. August 2018 saw the launch of
the First Women travelling exhibition throughout the UK in
celebration of 20th and 21st century women, creating a
magnificent archive for our daughters and their future children.
First Women, The Collection, is about women’s
achievements, and one woman’s exploration through the camera
lens that endeavours to answer the question: How will women be remembered over the past 100 years?
What have they achieved in the fields of Sport, Science, Politics, the Arts and Education? And who were
these remarkable “first” women, what did they look like?
First Women is the project that Anita has waited all her life to create. Her passion was born out
of work she began in the early eighties – her Visible Girls portfolio was symbolic of women’s new found
freedom to be whoever they wanted to be – and fired by years spent working as a top female
photographer for The Sunday Times and The Observer when she was often sent to cover “human
interest” stories involving women. All this experience has culminated in Anita’s vision – the creation of a
legacy for future generations of women to enable them to understand and appreciate the achievements
of their forebears – and perhaps even to laugh incredulously that once upon a time women were
regarded as second class citizens without a vote.
Supported by:
The First Women team is a group of talented professionals, from a range of backgrounds, who have
been brought together by a passion for the arts. Their skills and expertise combine to create a
formidable team, which works tirelessly to support this important venture.
Drew Sarah Llewellyn is an award winning marketer, who works to keep the First Women project in the
spotlight by providing specialist strategic marketing knowledge.
Deborah Willimott Award-winning journalist, Deborah has over 11 years of experience in consumer
journalism, including copywriting, editing and commissioning.
Other people who help make the project a success:
Jane Adkins – PR
Jacqui Yeoell – Online technical wizardry
Carole Manley – Creative research and support
Cressida Moger – Project management and administration
The First Women UK exhibition opens to the general public on July 20th 2018 and runs until August
22nd 2018. Open from 12 noon-5pm, every day. Entry to the exhibition is free The Exhibition is held at
The Dyson Gallery, Royal College of Art, Riverside, Hester Road, London, SW11 4AN .
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